
Design shouldn’t live in isolation as an autonomous entity removed from its environment and its users, it is defined by the
reason of its existence within a specific context and its relevance to its surrounding and user experience. A careful attention

should be given to the integration of a project into its context in order to establish a dialect with a series of relationships
between the design and its environment as well as users to create a rhythm that forms its identity. This approach when

applied to any discipline from urban planning to architecture and interior could be considered as a form of visual storytelling
that communicates a design vision into a physical narrative through aesthetical and functional elements.

UBRAN DESIGN IDENTITIES

The structure of some urban narratives defines the human

experience they offer. When an architect introduces a

unique architectural expression within a project, he

suggests the birth of a collective urban culture guided by a

semiotic symbol that would become a point of reference

for a specific space or place. Taking into consideration the

harmony between space, behavior and senses, this three

dimensional approach capitalizes on the capacity of a

single element to engage with its context and create a

distinct identity. With time, this landmark starts to

embody a group of narratives associated with human

experiences and memories defined by a specific symbol.
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Decoding a brief requires designers to have

a broader perspective on the information

they receive and adopt a multilateral design

approach that would enable them to decode

the data and transform it into a physical

form. This correlation of two very different

languages commands strong analytical skills

that would allow the approximation of every

possible constraint as well as the

optimization of all the requirements to a

well-studied design dialogue. The

translation of technical information into an

architectural language is based on an ability

to consolidate data into clear design

guidelines, which create a relevant

composition of form, space planning and

interior that answers to the general and

specific needs of each project.
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LIFESTYLE DESIGN

There’s a common ideology that design

improves lives, while the statement might

be correct its truth is highly relative to the

relevance of that design to the user and the

experience it offers. Depending on the

project type and design nature, the reality

will fall on different ends of the life

improvement spectrum. Accordingly, it is

always a huge responsibility for designers to

impose their ideologies on people for their

effect on their lives. Each design suggests a

certain culture, as they guide their users to

behave and act in a certain way, when

repeated this narrative will become the new

norm and change their standards with time.
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ZM RESIDENCE

There’s a common ideology that design

improves lives, while the statement might be

correct its truth is highly relative to the

relevance of that design to the user and the

experience it offers. Depending on the project

type and design nature, the reality will fall on

different ends of the life improvement

spectrum. Accordingly, it is always a huge

responsibility for designers to impose their

ideologies on people for their effect on their

lives. Each design suggests a certain culture,

as they guide their users to behave and act in

a certain way, when repeated this narrative

will become the new norm and change their

standards with time.

DESIGNED LIFESTYLE

There is a personal aspect to design especially

when it comes to creating a residential

property, where there should be a great

attention to the most intimate details.

Designers need to perfectly understand their

client’s character and daily routine to

translate them into a design that would

enhance their experience through a

personalized solution that fits their lifestyle

aspirations. In addition to thinking about daily

logistics and how to address them through

space planning and creating a well-thought

floor plan, the experience should also

consider aesthetical preferences seen in the

choice of materials and textures as well as

shapes and colors. Brought together, all these

design elements are mixed to create a

narrative that tells the most intimate stories.
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